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Abstract
The fireside poets – also known as the
schoolroom or household poets, were a
group of 19th-century American poets
associated with New England. They were
the first American poets whose popularity
rivaled that of British poets. The name
"fireside poets" is derived from their
writing and was a source of entertainment
for families gathered around the fire at
home between 1884 and 1900; readers'
polls consistently placed these poets as the
nation's most influential writers. Their
primary subjects were domestic life,
mythology, and the politics of the United
States. Their work made them suitable for
memorization and recitation at school and
home.
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Introduction
"Fireside Poets" or "Schoolroom Poets" is
used to identify a group of poets numbering
five in total—William Cullen Bryant,
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, John
Greenleaf Whittier, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, and James Russell Lowell. The
mentioned poets were famous in America in
the second half of the nineteenth century.
Their works were studied around household
feasts, often aloud by either parent to the
gathered family, and in schoolrooms, where
they instilled sagacity, ethics, and
nationalist emotions in America's youth.
Despite being taught in K-12 classrooms
well into the twentieth century, they lost
their position first with critics and then with
college and university professors with the
arrival of modernism in the initial decades
of the twentieth century. However, this
powerlessness
may
reflect
the
powerlessness of poetry in American
society rather than a proper evaluation of
their merit to ordinary readers. While young
students no longer study Longfellow's
Evangeline or Bryant's "The Chambered
Nautilus," these poets may yet form the
forefront of restoring the enjoyment of
poetry in America. Their perspective
toward verse and the often overt rectitude in
their poetry is the very qualities that made
them popular in their day. Their poetry
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became famous for its comforting
readability and utterance of contemporary
social merits. Some poems narrated
American legends, others elicited wistful
locations of rural America, and others
addressed current issues. The Fireside Poets
were the first to put American poetry on an
equal footing with British poetry.
While Longfellow, Holmes, and Lowell
were employed at Harvard as professors,
Bryant was a college dropout and spent
much of his adult life as a newspaper editor
in New York City. Whittier was, by and
large, a self-educated person. At times they
were capable of passionate writing, but only
Longfellow advanced this vein, while
Holmes was more often ironic and jolly and
Lowell sometimes highbrow to a fault.
Notwithstanding,
their
fellow
citizens weren't incorrect to assume them as
setting up a group to which Emerson or
Whitman or Dickinson, to take three poets
whose fame came to obscure theirs in the
twentieth century, did not belong. All
acquired their concept of poetry to diverse
degrees from eighteenth-century English
verse, a picture of poetry less personal and
worldlier than that of Emerson, Whitman,
or Dickinson. They were formally
restrained, keeping propriety even as, at
their best, each sought a genuine American
voice. And although a mob once maltreated
Whittier in New Hampshire for his
abolitionist outlook and although Holmes,
on the contrary, held himself detached from
the hubbub of life, all five were persons
with whom the ordinary reader of the day
felt cozy. They were not estranged from
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their society or humanity as were, each in
their way, their peers who have come to be
more applauded—not only Emerson,
Whitman, and Dickinson, but also Poe,
Hawthorne, Thoreau, and Melville. Their
poetry did not make a mess of the pleasant
warmth of the fireside or the earnest
striving for the development of the
schoolroom. Still, as American society in
the twentieth century is ever more
encompassed by the din and solipsism of
culture too detached from the heart of
humanity and nature, it might once more
find rejuvenation in a less detached, more
ordered, and balanced poetry.
William Cullen Bryant
William Cullen Bryant, born on
November the third in 1794 in
Cummington, Massachusetts, was an
American poet and newspaper editor. He
was exposed to American literature by his
father, who was a famed physician. He
commemorated the grace of nature in style
influenced by the English romantics but
also mirrored personal candor and majesty.
When his fellow citizens were chopping
down forests indiscriminately, Bryant
celebrated the forests as sanctuaries of the
spirit:
If we read Inscription for the
Entrance to a Wood, Autumn Woods, After
a Tempest, and A Forest Hymn, Bryant
asks his readers to cast aside the dejections,
offenses, and cares of the world and come
with him to the wild woods to celebrate
nature. He also defended human rights and
was an ardent supporter of free trade, the
abolition of slavery, and other reforms. He
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was well-traveled, and he made many
public speeches while continuing to write a
few poems. He also finds a significant
position in literature as the earliest
American theorist of poetry. A few of
Bryant’s famous works were Lectures on
Poetry, Iliad, Odyssey, and Thanatopsis.
Thanatopsis, written in the most
delicate blank verse preceding Robert Frost,
is the most famous of Bryant’s poems. A
contemplation on nature’s coldness to
human demise, somewhat soothed by lines
added to the beginning and end after its
original publication, Thanatopsis takes a
comprehensive view of nature and the
world, not refer to specifically American
nature, except a lone reference to the forest
of the Northwest, "where rolls Oregon," in
depicting the round earth as "one mighty
sepulcher." A typical example of Bryant's
Americanism is A Winter Piece, which also
discards rhymed couplets of the heroic
verse of British Augustan poetry in favor of
unrhymed blank verse.
Nature herself reprimands this
desolation with the wild brier rose and
strawberry that adorns, unbidden, the dull
green spikes of grass around the
headstones. Even though Bryant admits that
such imagery is "the faded fancies of the
elder world" in The Painted Cup, he cannot
wholly accept its abolition, proposing that
such affinity might be recovered in the
traditions of America's native Indians,
which he celebrates, albeit too often
unconvincingly, throughout his poetry.

Contrary to Bryant, who penned
down some of his best poetry and his
theories of poetry while he was still a
teenager, Longfellow was somewhat slow
in establishing his career as a poet. His first
book of poems, Voices of the Night, didn’t
get published until he was in his thirties;
Evangeline: A Tale of Acadie, the poem
that made him famous in world literature,
got published when he was forty years old.
Life in his twenties, however, provided the
foundation for his long career. His readings
expanded to include the Middle Ages
literature, while his craft developed through
extensive work translating European poetry.
Evangeline: A Tale of Acadie is an
epic poem that tells the tale of an Acadian

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was
another famous Fireside poet. Longfellow
was born on February the twenty-seventh,
in the year 1887, in Portland. He was the
second of seven siblings. Being a prodigal
child, Longfellow already knew Latin
grammar by age six, and he could read,
spell, and multiply. He was also a talented
flute player and pianist. He went to
Bowdoin College to stud and was offered to
become the first Professor of Modern
Languages there. Later, he was appointed as
a professor of modern languages at Harvard
University, after which he traveled again to
Europe, focusing on northern languages and
writers. When he settled down to write his
poetry, he was well-versed in the entire
European legacy, both technically and
culturally. He loved to write about nature.
He came to be known as the most famous
of the fireside poets.
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girl, Evangeline, and her quest for her love,
Gabriel. It is set at the time of the expulsion
of the Acadians, i.e., the forced eviction of
French colonists by the British from the
present-day province of Maine and several
Canadian provinces during 1755-1764. It
strongly defined not only Acadian history
but also its identity throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth century’s. The
poem was published in 1874 and became
Longfellow's Magnum Opus.
However, Longfellow's sensibility
comes through in his choice of figures and
tales and the ethical cosmos they live in. He
often creates, as in The Village Blacksmith
and Paul Revere’s Ride, praiseworthy
individuals introduced in a standard, plain
language that at once makes the expression
of Bryant or even Wordsworth seem out-ofdate and unnatural. The presentation of
these characters is sometimes accompanied
by sententious moral didacticism. It mirrors
a period in American culture when the
literary form most familiar to readers was
the Protestant sermon.
Longfellow’s poetry, on the
contrary, tends to go beyond Protestant
moralizing to show the good sense of life
that Longfellow didn't find in Puritan New
England but in his travels in Europe.
Evangeline,
Longfellow's
archetypal
American story, isn't a tale of Puritan New
Englanders but of the French Acadians
evicted by English tyranny from their
communal world of farming and fiddle
music nut-brown ale. The America in which
Evangeline travels in quest of her lover is
Research Journal Of English (RJOE)
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the rich Louisiana bayous, the forests of
Michigan, and the western plains.
James Russell Lowell
James Russell Lowell was born in
1819 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He was
a poet, a critic, and an editor. Lowell
received his education at Harvard and later
became a professor of modern languages
there. He left law for literature and started a
literary magazine named "The Pioneer." He
was influential in the intellectual circles of
New England. He was a passionate
abolitionist and was entirely against
slavery. Some of his best-known works
were A Fable for Critics, The Vision of Sir
Launfal, and The Bigelow Papers. James
Russell Lowell grappled with rotating spells
of achievement and inactivity throughout
his life. The following inconsistency and
emptiness of his attainment, dispersed
amidst
essays,
literary
criticism,
conversations, letters, and poetry, led him
to mourn in an 1884 letter to Charles Eliot
Norton, "I feel my life has been mainly
wasted—that I have thrown away more than
most men ever had; but I have never been
able to shake off the indolence (I know not
whether to call it intellectual or physical)
that I inherited from my father."
At the time of the Civil War,
Lowell’s friends persuaded him to look
back to The Bigelow Papers for a second
series, this time supporting the North's war
endeavor. This second series, although it
maintains the political nature of the first,
goes considerably beyond it in developing
the Yankee dialect voice as a vehicle not
just for satire but for poetry. But the agent
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is not Lowell's. In Fitz Adam's Story, a
chunk of an unfinished project, Lowell
builds a Yankee figure much akin to
himself, who in turn narrates the tale of
Deacon Bitters and the Devil, a story whose
brevity, contrasting with Lowell's eager
New England verse, forms a part of its
humor. More numerous are the odes in
irregular verse, which Lowell presented at
different
civil
ceremonies
praising
Washington, Lincoln, the goddess of
freedom, and so on—who established and
preserved America's rational nature.
Although the odes are only half
modern, they maintain the taste of faded
public oratory even as they strive for new
prosodic freedom. Only in Under the
Willows, The Cathedral, and a few limited
late poems does Lowell's complete genius
emerge, indolent in Under the Willows,
tinged with uncertainty and doubt in The
Cathedral. In seemingly unchallenging
blank verse, the erstwhile mingles the
bobolink and the oriole with musings on the
constraints of America's Puritan legacy to
generate American literature's most
accurate pastoral poem, which is neither
romantic in attitude nor puritanically severe
but cordially enthusiastic about a summer
afternoon. The blank verse of The
Cathedral is occasionally more exhausting.
Still, the way of thinking is elevated as
Lowell, visiting the cathedral at Chartres,
turns over in his mind the gulf between
himself and an older woman fingering her
rosary beads, coming to question both his
American Protestant legacy and modernity
itself without giving in to any thought that
the gulf he feels can or even should be
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closed. The poem is neither full of intensity
nor lacking in conviction, but it is rather
grateful to "benign nature" for:
A force of sympathy, or call it lack Of
character firm-planted, losing me From the
pent chamber of habitual self
To dwell enlarged in alien modes of
thought.
In conclusion, we can say that
Lowellnot only brings his readers without
pageantry into the plight of modern
quiddity but also recommends the too often
mistreatedhordes of humanity we can draw
on to get the best of them.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
Oliver Wendell Holmes was born in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, on August the
twenty-ninth, 1809. He was a physician,
poet, and humorist. He studied law at
Harvard and continued his higher studies in
Europe, earning a degree as a doctor in
medicine. Many of his sayings can be
considered the finest examples of American
wit and humor. Known to possess a brilliant
and original mind, some of his famous
poems were Terpsichore, Urania,Astraea,
The Balance of Allusions, and The Autocrat
of the Breakfast Table. His essays were full
of fancy and humor and were successful
both in the New and Old World.
Holmes is best remembered for his
close social relationship with the other
poets of this group and the acclaimed three
short lyrics: Old Ironsides, The Chambered
Nautilus, and The Deacon's Masterpiece: or
The Wonderful 'One-Hoss Shay .'Holmes'
lasting contribution to American literature
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was in prose, the pique informal essays of
boardinghouse urbanity first published in
the Atlantic and collected in The Autocrat
at the Breakfast-Table, The Professor at the
Breakfast-Table, and The Poet at the
Breakfast-Table, into which Holmes
interpolated many of his poems.
Additionally, he was an amiable yet
distinguished presence at dinners and
assemblies in honor of various occasions
for which much of his verse was written.
Holmes's medical experience informs three
novels still of interest from the clinical
rather than moral perspective they take on
human suffering and aberration. One of
these, Elsie Venner: A Romance of Destiny,
put forward the idea of the New England
Brahmin, an aristocracy not of inborn
wealth or status but of genetic learning, a
broad-minded and reformist class to which
not just the author but the author's son, the
Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes Jr., belonged.
Only two of the thirteen volumes of
The Works of Oliver Wendell Holmes are
dedicated to poetry, which shows that
Holmes took the writing of verse seriously.
An American inheritor to the eighteenthcentury academic polish of Alexander Pope,
he delighted in toying playfully within
conventional forms, only occasionally, as in
the patriotic Old Ironsides, with the intense
feeling of the romantic poets, either in
England or America.
In Urania: A Rhymed Lesson
presented to the BMLA, the poet suggests
the young:

Lives with the beaver in Canadian brooks;
Virtue may flourish in an old cravat,But
man and nature scorn the shocking hat.
He also counsels (without apparent moral
judgment):
Although a New Englander to the
core, who perceived that he should always
have Cotton Mather’s Magnalia Christi
Americana on his study shelf, Holmes
discarded the Calvinism of Mather and
Jonathon Edwards, instead favoring a more
human and loving theology. Critics have
taken The Deacon’s Masterpiece as
Holmes’s ironic conclusion of how a
theological concept that had lasted a
hundred years in the United States. WindClouds and Star-Drifts, Holmes's only
extended poem in blank verse, assumes the
form of meditation by a young astronomer
on the spiritual implications of modern
science. Holmes was fond of astronomy,
often turning in his writing to the heavens
as they were revealed by the telescope, at
once full of beauty and indicative of the
progress of humanity's understanding.
Although his amiable intellect brought
Holmes more and more to the pro forma
platitudes of birthday poems, anniversary
toasts, and versified society speeches, at his
best, he conveyed a growing nation's belief
in the progress of not just human comfort
but of knowledge, beauty, and love. In The
Chambered Nautilus, in lines memorized by
generations
of
uncomprehending
schoolchildren, Holmes famously prays for
"more stately mansions, O my soul." A
humane scientist, Holmes was committed to
eliminating unconsciousness and making a

Have a good hat; the secret of your looks
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world of good humor, fellowship, and quiet
love.

John Greenleaf Whittier
John Greenleaf Whittier was born
on December the seventeenth in 1807, was
the second child of his parents, and grew up
on a farm. He was introduced to poetry by
one of his teachers when he attended
Haverhill Academy. He was also an
abolitionist, and after the Civil War, he
turned away from politics forever and
dedicated himself entirely to poetry. He
wrote nearly 100 hymns, best known as
Dear Lord and Father of Mankind. Some of
his famous works were Newburyport Free
Press, Atlantic Monthly Magazine, Leaves
from Margaret Smith’s Journal, and
Legends of New England. He was known
for being a great supporter of women's
writing of poetry.
The most straightforward of the
Fireside Poets on the socially progressive
beliefs they all shared was John Greenleaf
Whittier. In a career opposite Bryant's,
Whittier was a newspaper editor in the
cause of abolition first and a poet second. In
his Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass, an enslaved American, Frederick
Douglass refers to Whittier as "the slave's
poet." He quotes Whittier's "The Farewell
of a Virginia Slave Mother to her Daughter
Sold into Southern Bondage." Only after
the North, and then the country, had been
won over to the abolition of slavery did
Whittier consider the poems of his New
England youth, which had gained him a
larger audience and fame.
Research Journal Of English (RJOE)
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Whittier's resistance to slavery
stemmed from his Quaker family history.
The Quakers were oppressed in both Old
and New England and were early opponents
of slavery, a fact Whittier elaborated in The
Pennsylvania Pilgrim. He also edited an
edition of the Journal of John Woolman, the
eighteenth-century Quaker whose courage
in going against the standards of his society
when reminded by his conscience, the
"inner aura" of Quakerism, made him a
pioneer not just in the campaign to
eradicate slavery but to bring progressive
reforms of every kind, from pacifism to
animal
rights.
Whittier's
poetry
continuously commemorates such spirit,
very often in direct and affecting language,
as when in Cassandra Southwick, the sea
captains of Boston refuse to carry a
condemned Quaker woman into slavery, or
when in Mable Martin: A Harvest Idyl, the
thriving farmer reprimands his neighbors
for ridiculing the daughter of a woman
hanged for witchcraft.
The Pennsylvania Pilgrim is
noteworthy for its affirmative presentation
of community, strongly contrasting with
Emersonian autarky. The same is true of
Snow-Bound: A Winter Idyl, Whittier’s
first-rate accomplishment and conceivably
the single finest poem of the Fireside Poets.
Like Telling the Bees, Whittier’s most
successful short poem, Snow-Bound,
refurbishes the rural New England life of
Whittier's youth, a way of life already
largely archaic after the Civil War and the
arrival of industrialism but pertinent to the
criticism it implicitly makes of the postCivil War world that follows. The
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snowstorm and farm are excellently
portrayed, but the small community waits
out the storm around the fire that most
matters. Each person has their place in the
household; each is to be valued and
remembered with love: the father, with his
tales of the north woods; the mother, whose
childhood hearth survived the Indian attack
on Concheco; the bachelor uncle,
unschooled in books but knowledgeable of
nature:

antislavery movement, which sought to end
the enslavement of Africans and people of
African descent. Their poetry helped the
readers to put their minds at ease. They
were unique in many ways, and there were
no others like them; they had a lasting
impact on people in the 1800s and up to the
present day, and though they have been
largely forgotten, their works are still
admired and celebrated.

Strong only on his native grounds,
The little world of sights and sounds
Whose girdle was the parish bounds?
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